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After Launching the Spiral Slicer successfully in USA, NimNik Is Now Introducing their FDA Approved, BPA Free, Dishwasher Safe,

Microwave Safe, Freezer Safe, Stackable and Re-Usable Bento Lunch Boxes in USA and UK.

New York, USA - April 18, 2016 /MarketersMedia/ — NimNik has

announced the launch of their latest addition to the NimNik

Kitchenette product line. After the successful launch of their Spiral

Slicer, NimNik is introducing a set of premium bento lunch boxes on

Amazon. Unlike the Spiral Slicer, these bento boxes will be available

for customers to buy not only in the USA but also in UK.

The re-suable, stackable and versatile NimNik Bento Lunch Boxes

are available to Order from Amazon.com Now. The containers have

snap lock lids / covers for a super tight seal, keeping delicate foods

fresh & contained. They were specifically designed with great

insulation properties to keep cold food cold and hot food hot. Can

withstand temperatures of 480°F. Great sizes, which fit inside any

cooler for that perfect picnic ! Think outside the box ! Also great for

storing jewellery, arts & crafts and fine motor toys!

NimNik, a web-based retail business is aimed at providing high quality products at an affordable price to consumers. This 3 compartment

lunch box makes healthy consuming much easier. The newly released set of plastic containers was recently launched on Amazon. Every set

of 10 microwave-safe food containers are similar to the Japanese lunchbox. The 3 compartments make it possible to carry different kinds

of food in a single container. NimNik has conveniently made the bento box with one larger part and 2 smaller sized ones. This permits a

section for proteins, vegetables, carbs or other mixes.

This set of 3-compartment bento boxes plastic food containers are ideal for daily meal prep and a great alternative to Tupperware for food

storage in the kitchen! Whatever the goal, whether it's weight loss, healthy eating, adding muscle or simply saving money, NimNik food

containers offer the perfect solution! Simply stack inside the fridge or slide into the gym bag. Take to school, work, camping, gym, hiking or

even golf! The NimNik Bento boxes are freezer safe and come in packs of 10 units. This gives the option to prepare 10 meals and not worry

about exactly what to eat. Prep the meals at the start of the week and do not worry about cooking in the days to come. This also helps to

maintain a healthy regime and avoid junk food or take aways.

The leak proof bento boxes for adults or kids have 3 separate compartments (18oz, 9oz, 9oz), to help keep a variety of foods apart. These

premium FDA Approved and BPA free Polypropylene (PP) food containers are microwave safe, allowing for convenient reheating of meals in

seconds. The bento boxes are freezer safe and suitable for long-term food storage, allowing to prepare a week's worth of homemade meals

beforehand and store fresh. They are easy to use and easy to clean being dishwasher safe.
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The 10-pack bento lunch box set is also available on Amazon UK. The multi-functional bento boxes can be used for diet and portion control,

and are also great for daily use as lunch boxes for adults / kids, for marinating, keeping snacks handy while on the go and as restaurant to

go boxes. The bento boxes make great divided dinner plates or snack trays! They are great for storing sandwiches, salads, pasta, fruit,

vegetables, cereal, candy, ice cream and baby food.

The different sections also make it ideal as each of the dishes put in the box remains in its own location. Users don't have to worry about

their food getting all mixed up, or winding up with an untidy meal. The leak proof compartments make it easy to lug the bento box around

without stressing over the meals inside getting ruined. More than this, portion control ends up being much easier to master. Diet control

becomes are lot easier with the 3 compartments. No more overeating or having excessive of one thing. NimNik's bento boxes provide a

perfect method to get just the correct amount of food with each meal that a healthy portion should have.

The NimNik bento lunch boxes can be purchased on Amazon USA and Amazon UK. As a special launch offer NimNik is promoting this

product by offering a 10% discount to all customers. The promo code NIMNIK10 needs to be applied during the checkout process on

Amazon.

NimNik Kitchenette, offers premium quality products which will ensure customer satisfaction. That's why they offer a lifetime guarantee. If

anyone is unsatisfied with the performance of the food containers, they can contact NimNik for a free replacement or refund. The bento box

set comes with an absolutely risk free refund guarantee.
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